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EXPERT ASSISTANCE WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST 

What Is Incident Response? 
Cerberus Sentinel Incident Response (IR) services provide our customers with certified experts 
experienced in locating and neutralizing threat actors who have breached their environments. 
Our team is able to identify and contain a cyberattack quickly, implement patches or 
configuration changes to prevent re-infection, perform forensic analysis to determine root cause, 
and provide you with a plan of attack for improvements that will prevent a similar attack from 
succeeding in the future. 

Why Choose Cerberus Sentinel?
With cyber-attacks coming from all angles these days, a phishing email, a missing patch, or an 
insider threat can lead to catastrophic consequences. Your best defense is a trusted partner who 
can help you prepare for and respond to the incidents when they occur. Cerberus Sentinel 
employs a holistic approach which starts with containing damage quickly, remediating 
weaknesses to get you back up and running and root cause services that help you prevent future 
attacks from happening. 

§ Certified forensic experts 

§ Same day response capability 

§ Industry specific knowledge 

§ DarkWeb monitoring for advanced threat intelligence 
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The Cerberus Sentinel Approach to Incident Response
 
Containment 
Limits the spread of the attacker and disrupt command and control communication by resetting 
compromised user accounts or blocking access to threat actor infrastructure.  

Forensic Investigation 
Certified forensic investigators review systems and applications for evidence of compromise to 
determine scope of attack and preserve data for use in criminal and civil court cases as well as 
supporting insurance claims. 

Eradication 
Removes attacker’s malware and backdoors planted into live systems or backups. 

Remediation 
Applying of security patches or modification of configuration settings to prevent future attempts 
from using the same pathways. 

Root Cause Analysis 
Identification of the source of the security incident enabling a complete understanding of what 
went wrong and highlighting the steps necessary to prevent the organization from suffering a 
similar attack in the future. 

  

KEY OUTCOMES 
Threat elimination 

Evidence preservation 
Attack vector elimination 
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Optional Add-On Services 
 
Awareness Training 
When an incident is determined to be caused by employee error, Cerberus Sentinel Awareness 
Training is the best way to educate your team on typical attack pathways and how to respond to 
them which is the best way to protect your organization from a future breach event. 

Penetration Testing 
Just because attackers found one way to breach the organization doesn't mean there aren't 
other vulnerabilities lurking in the shadows. Penetration testing will identify security issues that 
expose your organization to immediate risk before the attackers can find and exploit them. 

Security Risk Assessments 
A comprehensive review of your entire organization will help identify gaps in your security 
posture. This includes evaluation of your policy, personnel responsibility & training, depth of 
security controls, and 3rd party risk from vendors and contractors. 

CISO-As-A-Service 
Having an experience security leader to develop and execute an overall strategy for the 
organization’s information security program will ensure that initiatives are prioritized for 
maximum impact. 

Security Operations Center Monitoring (SOC) 
Continuous monitoring to identify suspicious activities in real time can allow organizations to 
quickly identify and shut down initial attack phases before they develop into full-blown breaches. 
Cerberus Sentinel’s SOC monitoring capabilities provide experienced analysts to swiftly 
understand and escalate a cyber kill chain to protect you from imminent threats. 


